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ABSTRACT

Actinic keratosis (AK) is a common skin

condition caused by long-term sun exposure

that has the potential to progress to non-

melanoma skin cancers. The objective of this

review is to examine the therapeutic options

and management of AK globally, particularly

in Australia, Canada, and the United

Kingdom. Despite its potentially malignant

nature, general awareness of AK is low, both

in the general population and in the primary

health care setting, especially in countries

with low incidence. There is no standard

therapeutic strategy for AK; it is treated

through a variety of lesion-directed or field-

directed therapies or a combination of both. A

variety of treatment options are used

depending on the experience of the primary

care physician, the pathology of the lesion,

and patient factors. Studies have shown that

the physicians do not always use the optimal

treatment option because of a lack of

knowledge. The higher incidence of AK in

fair-skinned people in Australia has resulted in

well-established management strategies and

guidelines for its treatment, compared with

countries with lower incidence. It is essential

to raise the awareness of AK because of its

potential to progress to invasive squamous cell

carcinoma. Primary care physicians are often

the first to see this condition in their patients

and are perfectly placed to educate the public

and raise awareness. It is therefore desirable

that their education and knowledge about AK

and its treatment are up to date.
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INTRODUCTION

Actinic keratosis (AK) is a common skin disease

caused by long-term sun exposure [1], and

typically forms on the face, neck, balding

scalp, chest, shoulders, and the back of arms

and hands of adults [2]; 75% of all reported

lesions present on the head, neck, and forearms

[3]. AK is characterized by the formation of

keratotic macules, papules, or plaques with

superficial scales on a red base, which are

classified based on histological features

(Table 1). Lesions are often asymptomatic, but

they can be sore or itchy [4]. Due to the

cumulative nature of the condition, the

incidence of AK increases with age and is a

common condition in the adult population

aged over 50 years [2].

Some AK lesions can undergo malignant

transformation and progress to invasive

squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) [5]. However,

despite its seriousness, public awareness of this

potential complication is generally poor.

Treatment of AKs depends on the clinical

presentation of the lesions: it may be targeted

at specific lesions (lesion directed) or at multiple

lesions over a large area (field directed), and

sometimes both treatment approaches are

combined. A number of treatment options are

available for AK, although no universal standard

has yet been established. Therapy options

include cryosurgery, curettage, excision

surgery, photodynamic therapy (PDT), and

topical treatments (5-fluorouracil [5-FU] cream,

diclofenac gel, imiquimod cream, and ingenol

mebutate gel).

This review examines the awareness of AK

among primary care physicians and the public,

current therapeutic options and strategies, and

comparison of the prevalence and management

of AK around the world, especially Australia,

Canada, and the United Kingdom (UK). The

analysis in this article is based on previously

conducted studies, and does not involve any

new studies of human or animal subjects

performed by any of the authors.

DISEASE AWARENESS

Prevalence

AK is a global condition and its prevalence is

significant; for example, it is the second most

common diagnosis made by dermatologists in

the USA [1]. Recent reports have indicated an

increase in AK rates [6, 7]. This is partly due to

environmental factors, such as thinning of the

ozone layer and more ultraviolet (UV) radiation

reaching the Earth’s surface [8], and partly to

lifestyle factors such as increased tanning

(outside and sunbed) [9]. The prevalence rates

are highest in countries that have high sun

exposure and have a large fair-skinned

population (Fitzpatrick skin type I and II).

It is not surprising therefore that the highest

AK prevalence rate has been documented in

Australia—over 40% in individuals aged over

40 years [10]. This rate is exacerbated by the

much thinner layer of ozone above this country.

In contrast, countries with low levels of sun

exposure, such as the UK and Ireland, report

much lower rates of 19–25%, in individuals aged

over 60 years [11]. Similar rates have been

reported in the USA and Europe: 11–26% and

11–25%, respectively [12, 13]. It would therefore

be advisable for areas with high levels of sun

exposure to incorporate a skin examination as

part of patients’ annual check-up.

Risk Factors

The prevalence of AK is strongly linked to fair

skin, advanced age, and gender. A study in

England reported a prevalence rate of 15.4%
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and 5.9% in men and women, respectively. This

rate increased to 34.1% and 18.2% in men and

women aged above 70 years [14]. The study

found the incidence of AK was greater in

individuals with red hair and freckles, which

indicates Fitzpatrick skin type I. There was a

similar, but more pronounced, increase

reported in Australia; prevalence rates of AK

were 22% and 8% for men and women aged

30–39 years, which increased to 83% and 64%,

respectively, in adults aged 60–69 years [15].

One reason for the greater occurrence rate in

males could be they are more likely to work

outdoors and receive more cumulative sun

exposure.

Poor Awareness

Despite the high prevalence of AK, awareness of

the disease and its relationship with SCC is

generally poor [16]. In a telephone survey of

1,500 Europeans aged 40–70 years, only 6%

were aware of AK [17]. Similarly, when 2,100

physicians from seven countries (USA,

Australia, UK, Italy, France, Germany, and

Spain) were surveyed about their awareness of

non-melanoma skin cancer and AK, results

showed that primary care physicians were

more familiar with basal cell carcinoma (90%)

than with AK (74%) [18]. Of the primary care

physicians who were aware of AK, only 40% had

treated the condition [18]. Over 700,000 new

cases of SCC are diagnosed every year in the

USA. Nevertheless, SCC is excluded from

national cancer registries in the USA, making

accurate prevalence rates, along with resulting

metastases and deaths, difficult to estimate [16].

The potential for malignant transformation

is a reason for concern about the poor public

awareness of AK. Intraepidermal proliferation of

atypical keratinocytes can be seen on AK

lesions, and studies have shown that up to

16% of AKs progress to invasive SCCs [5]. One

reason for the low level of AK awareness is the

wide range of variations in its clinical

presentation (Fig. 1), which include the

cutaneous horn, the pink and pearly lichenoid

AK, pigmented AK, and actinic cheilitis [4]. The

clinical variants of AKs are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 1 Classification of actinic keratosis based on
histologic features

Variant Characteristics

Hypertrophic Pronounced hyperkeratosis with areas of

parakeratosis

Thickened epidermis

Irregular downward proliferation

Keratinocytes in stratum malpighii (may

show loss of polarity and pleomorphism)

Atrophic Generally atrophic epidermis with slight

hyperkeratosis

Basal layer shows cells with

hyperchromatic nuclei

Cells may proliferate towards dermis as

buds or duct-like structures

Bowenoid Difficult to distinguish from Bowen

disease

Full thickness atypia present

Acantholytic Intercellular clefts present as result of

anaplastic changes in base of epidermis

that produce dyskeratotic cells with

disrupted cellular bridges

Epidermolytic Granular degeneration or epidermolytic

hyperkeratosis

Lichenoid Dense dermal infiltrate of lymphocytes in

papillary dermis that damages epidermis

basal layer

Pigmented Excessive amounts of melanin in basal

epidermis

Numerous melanophages in superficial

dermis

Reproduced with permission from Rosen et al. [7]
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The Burden of AK

The burden and cost of AK on the patient and

society is also underestimated. In 2005, the

Society of Investigative Dermatology and the

American Academy of Dermatology estimated

that AK affected more than 58 million people in

the USA [19]. Furthermore, direct costs relating

to AK were considerable: $1.2 billion in 2004,

with 92% of these costs due to physician office

visits and 5% to prescription drugs [19].

For patients, the burden can be both

personal and financial. Patients with AK

experience impairment to their quality of life

in terms of physical symptoms such as itching,

burning, tenderness, and dyspigmentation [19,

20]. Psychological impairment has also been

reported, impacting on the patients’ confidence

and their sense of well-being [20]. There is no

inpatient hospital stay associated with a

primary diagnosis of AK. However, the costs of

services and treatment, and physician time to

the patient, can be expensive, if they are not

reimbursable [19].

Fig. 1 Signs and symptoms of AKs. a Sun-damaged skin:
severe sun damage on lower legs due to chronic exposure to
UV; an increased risk of developing AKs is expected.
b Scaly and crusted patches on sun-damaged skin, an AK
can usually be felt before it is seen. c Rough, reddish, raised
bumps: most AKs look like raised, scaly, red bumps on the
skin. d Thick, discolored, scaly and crusted skin with many
growths: skin that has accumulated years of sun damage,
such as the scalp, face, and arms can have many AKs.
e Pigmented AK: the AKs on this man’s face appear as
pigmented skin or as brown patches. When AKs look like
this, they can resemble melanoma. f Cutaneous horn: some
AKs grow quickly and look like an animal’s horn. Horns
are more likely to progress to skin cancer; illustrated is a
squamous cell carcinoma (keratoacanthoma). g Whitish
scale on bottom lip: when an AK forms on the lip, the AK
is called actinic cheilitis. If the patient has a rough scaly lip,
splitting lips, or lips that always feel dry, they should see a
dermatologist. h Squamous cell carcinoma on right temple:
without treatment, some AKs progress to squamous cell
carcinoma. AK Actinic keratosis. Images are published
with permission from the New Zealand Dermatological
Society Incorporated

Fig. 2 Clinical variants of AKs. a Hyperkeratotic AK.
b AK with field change (forehead and partial scalp).
c Classical AK (milder degree of field change on the arm).
d AK with adjacent hyperpigmented areas. AK Actinic
keratosis. Images are published with permission from the
New Zealand Dermatological Society Incorporated
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THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS
AND DISEASE MANAGEMENT

A substantial proportion of skin cancers are

preventable. Therefore, an important first step is

education for the use of sunscreens, which have

been shown to reduce AKs and SCC [21–23].

However, the current prevalence of AKs

demonstrates that prevention alone is not

sufficient.

Treatment of AKs is always recommended, as

there are no reliable clinical predictors to

distinguish an AK lesion from those that will

become malignant and transform into SCC [11,

20]. If untreated, SCC can become locally

invasive, leading to metastases and death.

Treatments for AK fall into two categories:

Lesion directed or field directed. Both may also

be combined sequentially. The optimal

treatment is determined by the pathology of

the AK lesion and patient considerations. The

most common therapy options for AK are

described in Table 2.

Lesion-Directed Treatments

Lesion-directed treatments commonly involve

focal ablative procedures [24]. Cryosurgery,

with the use of liquid nitrogen, is a standard

first-line approach for the treatment of discrete

lesions that can be carried out in a primary care

setting. It is a rapid, low-cost approach [24, 25],

and a 2- to 5-s freeze is reported to remove

around 70% of AKs treated [26]. Response to

treatment appears to be related to the length of

the freeze time [25]. Side effects associated with

cryosurgery include pain, redness, edema,

blistering, and hypopigmentation [24, 27].

Laser therapy is another lesion-directed

treatment, but is a higher cost option to

cryosurgery and requires more specialized

training. The associated side effects include

pain, inflammation, pigment changes, and

delayed healing. Curettage and excisional

surgery can be an effective approach for some

lesions, particularly hyperkeratotic lesions and/

or where histological information is required

(e.g., resistant lesions or to check for an occult

SCC) [24]. However, local anesthetic is

necessary and the procedure can result in

pain, bleeding, and scarring.

Field-Directed Treatments

5-FU

5-FU 5% cream has been used as a topical

approach for the treatment of AKs for many

years [25, 26]. The cream is applied twice daily

for up to 4–6 weeks [25] and clearance rates of

50% have been reported [24]. However,

treatment with 5-FU cream can result in severe

dermatitis, sometimes accompanied by wound

infections, pruritus, pain, and ulceration, with

scarring lasting throughout the duration of the

treatment [28]. The inflammation induced can

be so severe that patients stop before adequate

treatment has been received and the

photosensitivity reaction also limits its use in

the summer.

Diclofenac

Diclofenac 3% gel, used twice daily for 90 days,

is associated with complete response rates of

34–47% of patients [29]. Diclofenac is generally

well tolerated; side effects include pruritus,

erythema, and dry skin [24]. Australian

guidelines suggest the use of diclofenac in

combination with cryosurgery for

hypertrophic or resistant AKs [25]. As a non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, diclofenac

may cause photosensitivity reactions in rare

cases that are usually attributed to UV radiation

[30]; however, contact dermatitis is a more

common side effect [31].
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Imiquimod

In Australia, the approved indication for

imiquimod is once daily, three times per week,

for up to 16 weeks. However, in practice, most

clinicians recommend applying it two to three

times a week for two 4-week cycles [25]. If

necessary, cycles may be repeated after a

month. Complete clearance rates of 44–46%

have been reported [32]. Side effects associated

with imiquimod include erythema, itching, and

a burning sensation [24]. Systemic side effects of

imiquimod include headache, fatigue, nausea,

influenza-like symptoms, and myalgia [33].

The beneficial effect of use of cryosurgery

followed by field treatment with imiquimod

3.75% cream has been shown [34]. Median total

AK reductions of 86.5% were achieved with

imiquimod compared with 50% for vehicle,

with complete clearance rates of 30.2% and

3.3%, respectively.

Ingenol Mebutate

Ingenol mebutate gel is a recent addition to

topical treatments for non-hyperkeratotic, non-

hypertrophic AK in adults. Ingenol mebutate

appears to have a dual mechanism of action; it

Table 2 Summary of treatment options for AK [24]

Treatment Response Recurrencea Side effects

Lesion-directed treatment

Cryosurgery (liquid nitrogen) 75–98% 1.2–50% Pain, redness, edema, blistering, scarring,

hypopigmentation

Laser therapy *90% 10–15% Pain, inflammation, pigment changes,

scarring, delayed healing, erythema

Curettage/excision/shave biopsy Undocumented Undocumented Pain, bleeding, scarring

Field-directed therapy

Ingenol mebutate 34.1–42.2%b 44.6–67.6%b Erythema, flaking, scaling, crusting

Topical 5-FU 50% 55% Severe dermatitis, wound infections,

pruritus, pain, ulceration, scarring

Chemical peeling *75% 25–35% Pain, inflammation, pigment changes, scarring

Diclofenac 3% gel 50–79% Undocumented Pruritus, erythema, dry skin

Topical photodynamic therapy 70–90%c Undocumented Application-site pain, photosensitivity,

post-treatment inflammation

Imiquimod 5% 55–84% 10% Erythema, itching, burning sensation,

fatigue, nausea, influenza-like

symptoms, myalgia

Sun protection NA NA NA

Adapted with permission from Stockfleth et al. [24], Table 1
5-FU 5-fluorouracil, AK actinic keratosis, NA not applicable
a One-year recurrence
b LEO: SMPC, ingenol mebutate
c Response rates enhanced by curettage
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preferentially causes cell death in transformed

keratinocytes and induces an inflammatory

reaction that kills the remaining cancerous

cells [35]. It is approved for the treatment of

AKs located on the face, scalp, trunk, and

extremities. It was approved by the US Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) for AK in

January 2012 as a 2- or 3-day course of

therapy; it is also approved in Europe,

Australia, Canada, and other countries. In a

pooled analysis of trials on the face and scalp, a

complete clearance rate of lesions of 42% and

lesion reduction rate of 83% were reported at

day 57 [36]; at 12 months a sustained clearance

rate of 46% and lesion reduction rate of 87%

were achieved [37]. Adherence to treatment was

[98%. As with all topical treatments, local skin

responses include erythema, flaking, scaling,

and crusting [35]. Ingenol mebutate does not

exhibit any phototoxic or photosensitizing

properties and can therefore be used

throughout the year [38].

A beneficial effect on AK treatment of

ingenol mebutate following cryosurgery

compared with cryosurgery alone has been

reported [39, 40]. Treatment with ingenol

mebutate 0.015% gel for 3 consecutive days,

3 weeks after cryosurgery resulted in higher

complete clearance rates than vehicle at both

11-week rates (60.5% vs. 49.4%) [39] and

12 months (30.5% vs. 18.5%) [40]. Complete

clearance was sustained at 12 months with

greater reduction of AKs compared with

vehicle (68.2% vs. 54.1%) and fewer patients

experiencing the emergence of new lesions

[39, 40].

PDT

PDT, using the photosensitizing cream methyl

aminolevulinate, is another effective topical

treatment option for AKs. The cream is applied

to the affected area and left for 3 h before a

7–9-min illumination of the area is carried out,

usually in a specialized clinic. A single PDT

treatment is sometimes sufficient, although

multiple numbers are used [25]. Efficacy rates

of 70–90% have been reported [24]. Side effects

associated with PDT include intense

application-site pain that requires

management and hypersensitivity to daylight.

There is a degree of post-treatment

inflammation, which usually subsides within a

week [26].

Lesion Characteristics Determining

Treatment

Lesion-directed treatment is usually a first-line

approach for isolated lesions; a field-directed

approach is used when there are multiple

lesions present [24]. In some cases, field-

directed therapy is combined with cryosurgery.

As lesion-directed treatment fails to take into

account potential damage to the surrounding

skin, field-directed treatment may be the more

effective way of eradicating both evident and

subclinical lesions [24]. This may prevent the

potential development of invasive SCC.

The anatomic location of AK lesions is a

significant factor in the choice of the most

appropriate treatment approach. Pharmacologic

field-directed therapy is ideal for cosmetically

sensitive or difficult to treat locations such as

the face, chest, back of the hands, arms, and

lower legs [24, 41]. The area around the eyes and

mouth requires the use of a treatment with a

minimal skin-irritating effect [11]. The

hyperkeratotic surface of the backs of the

hands requires multiple, extended treatments

or pre-treatment with 5% salicylic acid [11].

Lesions below the knee have a propensity for

ulceration and poor healing, will require close

monitoring and may require elevation of the leg

and compression bandaging.
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The grade of the lesion affects the treatment

response. Lower-grade lesions are generally

more responsive than higher-grade lesions

[41], and consequently an important

consideration for treatment.

Patient Factors for Treatment

Patients’ willingness to seek diagnosis and

treatment depends primarily on their attitude

towards AK as a potentially malignant lesion.

Young patients view skin cancer as a problem of

adulthood, whereas adults think that their

general self-assessment of good health limits

their susceptibility to skin cancer [42].

Moreover, the desire for a suntanned

appearance and the erroneous belief that a

suntan is protective against skin damage

contributes to inadequate use of sun-

protection behaviors [42].

For treatment strategies to succeed,

physicians and patients need to agree on a

treatment plan that is understood by the

patient to promote high adherence. For the

physician, treatment choice will depend on

disease-related factors: the patient profile (e.g.,

existing comorbidities); the cost of treatment;

and patient preference. Understandably, both

patients and physicians wish to combine high

efficacy with minimal side effects. This is one

reason why 5-FU cream, with its significant side

effects, is less often used [24]. In addition, the

photosensitizing effects of some topical agents,

such as 5-FU, will discourage some patients

from selecting this approach. Nonetheless, it

should be noted that patient tolerance of side

effects can vary and depend on factors such as

age, physical health, and presence of

comorbidities. Consequently, it is imperative

that patients are informed about the efficacy

and side effects of the available treatments. The

cosmetic effects of the treatment are also an

important consideration for some patients, as

the side effects can be very pronounced and

visually obvious and consequently result in

psychosocial difficulties (Fig. 3) [43]. Therefore,

treatment choice for patients depends both on

the cost of the treatment and the length of its

side effects.

Pharmacologic therapy is a good choice for

patients who understand and demonstrate high

personal responsibility, as well as understand

the risks of AK and the need for good adherence

to treatment, as this treatment option can be

undertaken conveniently in their home [20]. It

is speculated that there is a lower rate of

treatment adherence with an agent that

requires repeat application over a prolonged

period of time, compared with a topical agent

with short treatment duration such as ingenol

mebutate [36]; however, comparative studies

have not been conducted [41]. For example,

imiquimod treatment duration can range

4–16 weeks, and is administered 2–3 times

weekly. In addition, diclofenac in hyaluronic

acid is used twice a day for 3 months, leading to

adherence issues as well as financial costs. Other

strategies that are likely to improve adherence

are a good doctor–patient relationship, and

patient education and follow-up by telephone

or visits [41].

Fig. 3 Pustulation in a patient with marked AK
a pre-treated with retinoic acid and b followed by methyl
aminolevulinate photodynamic therapy. AK Actinic
keratosis. Reproduced with permission from Tran and
Salmon [43]
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Cryosurgery and PDT are alternative

treatment options for patients who are not

suitable for pharmacologic field-directed

therapy, given their age, medical

comorbidities, or compromised cognition. The

main advantages of these procedures are their

speed and adequate clearance of abnormal

tissue. However, targeted approaches fail to

address field cancerization. In addition, there

are treatment-associated side effects such as

scarring and hypopigmentation for

cryosurgery; and application-site pain and

photosensitivity for PDT.

COMPARISON OF GLOBAL
PRIMARY CARE MANAGEMENT
OF AK

Influence of Prevalence

The prevalence of AK is high in Australia

because of its large proportion of fair-skinned

people and higher sun exposure compared with

Canada and the UK. The latitude gradient

within Australia results in a larger occurrence

of AK in lower latitude regions such as

Queensland compared with other parts of

Australia; there is also a greater incidence of

AK in rural areas where jobs involve greater sun

exposure [25].

The higher prevalence of AK in Australia has

resulted in a greater awareness of AK for both

patient and physician than in countries with

lower prevalence [18]. Consequently,

management of AKs in Australia is very

comprehensive; there are established

management strategies and detailed clinical

practice guidelines written by the Cancer

Council of Australia, although these are now

several years old and do not describe treatments

that have become available more recently [25].

Given their higher familiarity with AK,

Australian primary care physicians are more

likely to treat the condition themselves than

refer on to other specialists (44% for Australia

vs. 91% for UK) [18]. With the aging population

and the subsequent rise in numbers of patients

with AK, this may provide challenges to

secondary care systems in countries where

primary care physicians are less familiar with

diagnosing the condition, underlining the

continuing need for education about AK in

this setting.

Treatment Trends

Current Treatments

A 2006 retrospective study of Australian general

practitioners’ medical records reported that the

most commonly used treatments for AK lesions

were cryosurgery (63%), excision (18%), and a

mixture of excision, curettage, and cryosurgery

(5%) [44]. Topical agents (4%) were not

commonly employed, although a new

product, ingenol mebutate gel, which was

developed in Australia, is now being used [26]

as well as 5-FU, imiquimod cream, and

diclofenac gel [25]. One reason for the low use

of topical agents could be that the resultant

therapeutic response can be unpredictable.

Another more practical reason is that invasive

treatment options are eligible for government

rebate, whereas this is not necessarily the case

with topical treatments [44].

There are no recent treatment guidelines for

Canada; however, a comprehensive five-step

approach strategy for the treatment of AK has

been proposed (Fig. 4) [20]. This strategy

proposes: (1) periodic dermatologic

examinations; (2) field-directed therapy; (3)

lesion-directed therapy; (4) patient education

with regard to sun protection and the

importance of AK treatment and its
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completion; and (5) regular skin self-exams. The

choice of therapy is a decision that combines

both the characteristics of the AK lesion and

patient considerations (Table 3).

In Europe, a simple treatment algorithm to

assist clinicians in the management of AK and

to standardize and improve patient care was

developed in 2008 by the European Skin

Academy [24]. An update of these guidelines

by the European Dermatology Forum

indicated that there is a paucity of studies

on the frequency and cost of AK treatment in

Europe [28]. Clinical guidelines from the UK

Primary Care Dermatology Society state that

patients should be managed in the

community if at all possible, and only

referred to a consultant dermatologist in

cases of diagnostic uncertainty or if the

damage is widespread or severe [45]. These

guidelines recommend both individual lesion

treatment for few or widely spread lesions and

field therapy for areas of skin with multiple

AKs (Fig. 5). Cryosurgery is generally widely

utilized within Europe and is an effective

treatment for single AKs [24]. Alternative,

non-invasive topical treatments such as

imiquimod, PDT, diclofenac 3% gel, and

ingenol mebutate gel are seen as promising

options for treating larger areas of field

cancerization [28, 45].

Fig. 4 Multistep approach for evaluation and treatment of AK and photodamaged skin. AK Actinic keratosis, PDT
photodynamic therapy, UV ultraviolet. Reproduced with permission from Ceilley and Jorizzo [20]
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Table 3 Summary of management for patients with AK

Comments

Patient considerations

Medical comorbidities

Likelihood of adherence

Seeking single treatment

Financial capabilities

Lesion characteristics

Number Low number: amenable to destructive therapy; high number: requires field therapy

Thin vs. hyperkeratotic Hyperkeratotic: may require debridement before destructive treatment; biopsy should be
considered when hyperkeratotic

Location Facial lesions: well treated by field pharmacotherapies

Backs of hands: more difficult to treat

Use special care for high-risk locations such as periorbital area, lips, and below knee

Therapeutic considerations

Destructive modalities

Cryosurgery Most common because of ease of use good tolerability, efficacy for thin lesions

Shave excision Consider for single recurrent lesion

Curettage Invasive; requires medical prophylaxis; not first-choice treatment for AK

Dermabrasion and
chemical peels

Topical pharmacotherapy

5-fluorouracil Frequently used

Multiple concentrations available

Intensity of localized skin reaction may limit tolerability in some patients

Imiquimod

Diclofenac

Ingenol mebutate Convenient: very short duration of treatment (2–3 days)

Photodynamic therapy Higher cost; requires specialized equipment

Patient education Counseling from dermatology clinical team should include

Nature of disease

Proper use of treatments

Expectations of treatments

Use of sunscreens

Skin self-examinations

Reproduced with permission from Ceilley and Jorizzo [20]
AK actinic keratosis
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New Treatments

The use of daylight PDT along with a suitable

sunscreen following methyl aminolevulinate

application can minimize pain associated

with conventional PDT and may be a

convenient alternative in geographical areas

where appropriate daylight and weather

conditions prevail [46]. An international

consensus concluded that daylight PDT is an

effective and well-tolerated field therapy,

particularly in those patients with large areas

affected by AKs that can be exposed to daylight

[47], and suggested that this therapy is studied

further with regard to appropriate seasonal and

time-of-day use in different geographical

locations. Experience with daylight PDT in

UK, Canada, and Australia primary care is

currently minimal.

The advent of new and efficacious topical

treatments for AK has led to the instigation of

new guidelines. The National Institute for

Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recently

published a guide ‘‘Actinic Keratosis: Ingenol

Mebutate Gel’’ [48] to update physicians

following the approval of ingenol mebutate

gel in the UK. The publication concluded that

ingenol mebutate gel had similar efficacy to

other field-directed treatment therapies, but

with much shorter treatment duration;

however, side effects between the therapies

varied. The most common side effects for

ingenol mebutate gel were skin responses at

application site. In addition, the Scottish

Medicines Consortium completed an

assessment on ingenol mebutate gel in

February 2013, and concluded that in the four

randomized, double-blind, phase III studies, a

significantly greater proportion of adults with

AK achieved complete clearance when treated

with ingenol mebutate gel [49]. Furthermore, a

2012 Cochrane Database Systematic Review of

83 randomized controlled trials (n = 10,036) of

the management of AK concluded that for

individual lesions, PDT appeared more

effective and had increasing reports of a better

cosmetic outcome than cryosurgery [15]. For

field-directed treatments, diclofenac, 5-FU,

imiquimod, and ingenol mebutate gel had

similar efficacy, but their associated side effect

and cosmetic outcomes were different [15]. The

authors conclude that direct head-to-head

studies of these treatments are required to

determine the optimal therapeutic approach

for AK.

Management and Healthcare

Australia

Primary care physicians have a pivotal position

in the Australian health care system, as they

diagnose and manage a greater number of skin

lesions as well as more serious ones, particularly

in rural areas. However, 9% of AK cases are

referred to non-dermatological specialists, of

which 57% are then referred to a dermatologist

[44].

In Australia, although cryosurgery is

subsidized for the general public, not all field

therapies are, except for repatriated patients.

Imiquimod is only subsidized for superficial

basal cell carcinoma that is not amenable to

surgery. There are some subsidies available for

AK treatment depending on patient health care

cover. Patients are not currently subsidized for

newer treatments such as non-surgical or

specialist treatments (e.g., PDT, both

conventional or daylight). The availability of

subsidies is likely to influence treatment choice,

particularly if the patient has many lesions. In

accordance with the current Australian health

care system fee schedule, treatment of SCC

in situ attracts a fee [25], as does both

cryosurgery for more than 10 AK lesions, and

curettage/excision of an AK. Consequently, cost
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Fig. 5 Management of AK in United Kingdom [45]. AK Actinic keratosis, GPwSI general practitioner with a special
interest, SCC squamous cell carcinoma, UV ultraviolet
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is also a factor in treatment choice for the

patient.

UK

Prescription charges apply in the UK for the

majority of the adult population (16–60 years of

age). However, most patients with AK will be

exempt from payment because of their age. In

the UK, primary care physicians act as the

gatekeepers to access specialist services. They

see patients presenting with AK and refer them

principally to dermatologists. A UK study in

2005 reported that confirming diagnosis (39%)

and management (57%) are the primary reasons

to refer patients to a specialist [50].

Clinical Commissioning Groups are

responsible for the total expenditure resulting

from primary care, including referral to

secondary care. One of their roles is to reduce

referrals. A simple to use treatment for AK,

along with further education for general

practitioners to increase their diagnosis skills,

is likely to be very attractive as it will reduce

referral rates.

Canada

In Canada, primary care physicians play a vital

role in reducing the overall burden of AK

through diagnosis and management. Resistant

and difficult to treat cases are referred to

dermatologists; however, no exact national

referral rates have been documented in current

literature. The national Pharmacare program

subsidizes cryosurgery, with the patient paying

either individually or through extended third-

party insurance for the remaining AK treatment

options. The treatment option most often used

in Canada for the management of AKs is

cryosurgery followed by topical 5-FU.

However, patients who have extended

insurance now opt for ingenol mebutate

because it is convenient to use due to its

shorter treatment duration, and also for field

treatment of subclinical AK lesions that are not

identified and treated with cryosurgery.

CONCLUSION

The most important reason to identify and treat

AK correctly is to reduce the incidence and

burden of cutaneous SCC. There is therefore a

need to increase awareness and knowledge

about AK, including symptoms, prevention,

and its associated risk of non-melanoma skin

cancer, especially among the public. Primary

care physicians are perfectly placed to convey

this message to their patients and play a pivotal

role in educating them on the importance of AK

treatment and its role in disease progression.

For AK treatment to be successful, physicians

and patients should agree on a treatment plan.

The physician should be mindful of patient

expectations and ensure patient understanding

of the treatment and its possible side effects,

consequently improving overall adherence.

Because of the recurrent nature of AK, patients

should maintain an ongoing dialog with their

primary care physician or their dermatologist.

Better use of sun-protective products,

increased awareness of sun-induced damage,

and improved dermatologic screening and

treatment can help reduce the harmful effects

of chronic sun exposure, and help to prevent

malignant transformation and progression to

non-melanoma skin cancers.
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